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“A brilliant, wide ranging and powerful series of readings on the possibilities, problems and

mysteries of faith. This book belongs on the shelf of every believer—and every serious skeptic.”

— Rabbi David Wolpe, author of Why Faith Matters“This life-giving, faith-filled and hard-nosed

collection reveals why, as St. Anselm wrote, true faith always seeks to understand.” — Rev.

James Martin, author of My Life with the SaintsFrom Dr. Francis Collins, New York Times

bestselling author of The Language of God, comes the definitive reader on the rationality of

faith.

A wonderful expose on the different arguments for religious and spiritual beliefs. These

readings are critical for our understanding of religion and will be essential for fostering greater

dialogue about the nature of religion in the future. An important read for anyone interested in

the study of religion and spirituality.From the Back Cover"Is there a God?" is the most central

and profound question that humans ask. With the New Atheists gaining a loud voice in today's

world, it is time to revisit the long-standing intellectual tradition on the side of faith. Francis

Collins, New York Times bestselling author of The Language of God and renowned physician

and geneticist, defends the reason for faith in this provocative collection. Collins is our guide as

he takes us through the writings of many of the world's greatest thinkers -- philosophers,

preachers, poets, scientists -- both past and present, including such luminaries as C. S. Lewis

and Augustine, and unexpected voices such as John Locke and Dorothy Sayers. Despite the

doubts of a cynical world, this essential companion proves once and for all the rationality of

faith."In the twenty-first century, many seem to have concluded that the spiritual experience

and the life of the mind ought to occupy separate domains, and that disruptions, conflicts, and

disenchantments will result if the firewall comes down. Surely humanity's ongoing search for

truth is not enriched by such limitations. In the words of Socrates, the key to a fully mature and

richly rewarding life, both for us as individuals and as a society, is to ‘follow the argument

wherever it leads,' unafraid of the consequences. If this collection of essays provides even a

small encouragement in this direction for the seeker, the believer, or the skeptic, that will be

gratifying indeed." -- from the Introduction--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.About the AuthorFrancis S. Collins, M.D., Ph.D., is a pioneer gene hunter. He

spent fifteen years as director of the National Human Genome Research Institute, where he

led the international Human Genome Project to a successful completion. For his revolutionary

contributions to genetic research he was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 2007,

and the National Medal of Science in 2009. He is the Director of the National Institutes of

Health.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Best Book Around. This book saved my faith time and time again. It is a

great introduction for those seeking faith and reason. I recommend this book to all regardless

of their background or religious affiliation. This great work has led me to read works by

Chesterton, Martin Luther King Jr, Victor Frankl, and Thomas Merton. Cannot say enough

good things.”

Ron in Arkansas, “Intellectual integrity meets 21st century thought. I am a physician and

cancer research scientist, and a Christian, and I have for decades seen no conflict (indeed, I

have seen the opposite) between the truth I see in nature (including Darwinian evolution) and

belief in the God of Abraham. The so-called conflict is largely, in my opinion, contrived for the

purpose of some religious leaders and other radicals to help them maintain control and wealth.

This is not a new struggle, as history shows, and one that Jesus also faced with the Pharisees

and the Romans.Belief is a collection of writings from thoughtful men and women throughout

the ages (beginning with Plato) who, using their reason, explain the basis for their faith-based

belief system. While specifics change, there is a fundamental acknowledgement that all belief

(whether in a God or not, and whether in a personally-involved God or not) is a matter of faith;

indeed, we must all base our beliefs, in God or not, on faith since we cannot "test outside the

box" of the universe, being contained completely within it.Belief does a credible job dealing

with the great question of the First Cause and with mankind's need for a moral fulcrum. The

former is a mystery of mysteries, and the latter is surprisingly similar in all belief systems.

Indeed, without the latter, we will end up with either one end of extremism (totalitarian Fascism)

or the other (totalitarian Communism) - both of which are remarkable similar in effect and both

of which are unacceptable.Ultimately, this collection of writings demonstrates that one can be

both a believer in God and also intellectually intact - these two options are not mutually

exclusive, despite the false dicotomy often presented by others with a variety of agendas. I am

glad to see a thoughtful response to this too-often tirade against "religion" as the "opium of the

people." Belief demonstrates that having faith that "God is" just as intellectually legitimate and

defensible as having faith that "God is not" and that, if thoughtfully and morally applied, can be

personally rewarding.”



Callie, “a collection of rational reasons for a logical view of the christian faith. I am a fan of

francis collins books and worldview perspective. He collected together pieces of work from

many intelligent intellectual people with great rational reasons for belief in a higher power

especially for the Christian faith. Some chapters are very complex to understand, almost like

reading some of CS Lewis's books, where you sometimes have to reread a sentence over and

over to grasp what they are trying to get across since the way they explain things is so complex

and some from a different time era. overall a good read :)”

jerrybrn, “A journey every believer--and every atheist--should take. Collins' selections examine

not only the rationale for and defense of belief in God, they disassemble the simplistic fallacies

that are the very foundation of atheism and naturalism. Like a splash of fresh water, these

readings arouse the believer from post-modern stupor to clearer understanding of just why we

see God in the universe, without and within.”

Paul Vjecsner, “Can our brains bring us beyond belief?. Dr. Collins writes in his introduction, by

which he participates in the anthology and which I will mainly discuss, that as a student he

"assumed that believers must...check their brains at the church door in order to enter" (p.xi). My

own effort has been to show that one can not only reconcile faith and reason, as endeavored

by Dr. Collins, but that reason can lead to knowledge itself concerning questions of a higher

power.Understandably, Dr. Collins shares the general conviction that "you can't prove God's

existence" (p.vii), that such "proofs cannot be provided by the study of nature", arguing: "God

must be at least in part outside of nature (unless you are a pantheist, who believes that God

and nature are the same thing). Science...is limited to exploring and understanding the natural

world. Therefore, to apply scientific arguments to the question of God's existence...is

committing a category error" (p.xv).There is, rather, an error in the proposed alternatives that

God is either at least partly outside of nature or is the same as nature. God may also be part of

nature, depending on how nature is defined. If defined as all of reality, then God, if real, is part

of it; if defined as the physical world, then perhaps God is separate from it. It matters not,

however, because many realities are inferred, not observed. If from observed phenomena can

validly be inferred a supreme being, then there is proof.Now, when scientific method is said to

rely on naturalistic explanations, it is meant that scientific facts must ultimately be explainable

by physical or chemical laws. And it is understood, currently with emphasis on biology, that

these laws are undirected, that they function without aim, without purpose. This principle

underlies the theory of evolution, of which Dr. Collins says (p.xiv): "the central tenets of

Darwin's theory--including gradual change over time, natural selection..., and descent from a

common ancestor--have been convincingly shown to be correct... The 'theory' of evolution is

thus a theory in the same sense, and with the same relative strength of evidence, as the theory

of gravitation".Regrettably, Dr. Collins echoes the evolutionary community; not surprisingly so,

since himself professionally involved, but not quite in keeping with his religious outlook.

Newton's gravitational law appears to have been labeled a theory only recently, in support of

often challenged evolution. Newton declared not to feign any hypotheses. But regardless,

Darwinism overlooks a monumental phenomenon right before our eyes.As a physician, Dr.

Collins notes that in medical school "the questions of life and death that had been purely

hypothetical became wrenchingly real" (p.xi). Let me also go to the wonderful selection from

Mahatma Gandhi in the book. He writes wonderingly (p.269): "There is an indefinable

mysterious Power that...makes itself felt and yet defies all proof... there is an unalterable Law

governing everything and every living being that exists or lives. It is not a blind law; for no blind



law can govern the conduct of living beings... That Law, then, which governs all life is God".Dr.

Collins and Gandhi rightly stress life, opposed to death. Life indeed is distinguished from death,

and from everything else lifeless, by the decisive attribute of acting with the aim, the purpose,

of survival, this purpose the overlooked phenomenon. Darwin repeatedly wrote of the struggle

for survival, but the "struggle" was evidently metaphorical, for it was farthest from his mind that

a real struggle, namely one with the purpose to survive, takes place, but merely the operation

of "blind" physical forces. But the living do function with the goal, the purpose, to survive, the

activity ending once life is gone. And Gandhi justifiably assumed that "no blind law can govern

the conduct of living beings", even if saying that the Power "defies all proof". Our proof can rest

on finding foresight--or the more frequently spoken of intelligence or knowledge--as a means

toward achievement of one's goals, one's purposes.For more I immodestly suggest my 
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Jhump, “Good for a collection. After reading Collins for the first time (Language of God) I was

really excited to read more. Although I knew the majority of this book was not Collins I was

interested to see how he got encouragement. I thought most of this book was worth reading,

some very old (Plato) and difficult to read(at least for me). This is a good book to get a good

look at the history of scholarly believers.”

Lima OH, “Review of Belief. There are critics who have pointed out that many of the essays

quoted in this book can be found elsewhere. While that may be true, this collection will give

cause to look for more writings by the authors of these. I gave it as a gift to several friends. I

read it in small bites.”

TheUnseendimension, “Great references for any thinking theist. For the theist, this collection of

works carefully compiled by Francis and team should give you reason to be confident in your

beliefs beyond just the personal/spiritual experiences you may have had or not as the case

may be. For the atheist who is willing to follow the evidence where it leads and honest enough,

this should raise some important questions to ponder on.Some of the chosen writers not the

easiest to comprehend but good thing is the book has several views from different writers on

the same subject which is just brilliant.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Well researched and informative. Well researched and informative”

Don Munro, “Great reading and gives Christians greater knowledge when dealing with hard

questions.. I really enjoy reading this book. Francis Collins was an atheist and became a

Christian. He also covers the views of Many of histories great minds and their views on



Christianity.  You can check it out on Amazon.”

Mr. B. Shepherd, “Thoroughly enjoyable, and highly recommended.. Any anthology of this sort

is bound to draw argument and disapproval from some. The book itself is a compilation of

extracted chapters from over 30 author's major works.Whilst the major argument is bound to

centre on weather a certain piece should have been included or whether another article would

have been better suited the book has more than enough to cater for everyone's individual

tastes, no matter how varied. For me, the highlights included:St Anselm - God as being that

which nothing greater can be conceivedBlaise Pascal - On Pascal's WagerKeith Ward - On the

irrationality of `religion' as a constructDesmond Tutu - On suffering and Nelson

MandelaTimothy Keller - On justice and misconceptionsMartin Luther King - On human

dignityPaul Brand - On his experiences as a medical surgeonJohn Polkinghorne - On the

correlation between science and faithMother Teresa - On human kindnessAnthony Flew - On

rationality, and following the argument wherever it goesFor me these articles stood out

amongst the rest, however, for others I'm sure different articles would be listed.The book itself

is nicely presented, in good size front. Each essay is designed to be read in a singular sitting,

and therefore none of the essays are particularly long. At the start of each article Collins gives

an introduction to the author and the piece included. The purpose of the book is to highlight

intellectual theism and the rationality of faith.Whether the arguments made convince you is

irrelevant. Rather as Alister McGrath says: "the hallmark of intelligence is not whether one

believes in God or not, but the quality of the processes that underlie one's beliefs". Thus this

book is all about the processes that underlie belief.Overall I was thoroughly pleased by the

book itself and found it highly enjoyable. It's definitely a book I'll keep as I'll no doubt revisit

certain articles at different points. On this basis I give the book 5 stars and a thorough

recommendation to all.”

The book by Francis S. Collins has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 73 people have provided feedback.
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